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Beautifully simple! 
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Probabilistic reasoning that after sufficiently deep transaction will not be reversed, as long as majority of work 
performed by honest miners 
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Probability of privately mining longest chain faster than honest portion of network degrades exponentially 
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Probability of privately mining longest chain faster than honest portion of network degrades exponentially 
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Say Δ is greater than the time it takes the adversary to solve puzzles. In worst case, honest nodes only start working 
on next puzzle every Δ time steps, after they have heard a block from other honest nodes, whereas the adversary 
hears blocks immediately, solves the next block in time less than Δ, and starts working on the next one, etc. This 
adversary is now mining blocks at a faster rate than the honest nodes in the network. 
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Every (c + 1)Delta steps, the honest parties only effectively work for c Delta steps, and thus mine only \alpha c 
\Delta blocks every (c + 1)Delta steps, for a total rate of \alpha c/(c+ 1)
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A small miner has low probability of successfully mining a block so there is extremely high variance on the reward, 
even though the miner must continuously put in work.. 

Miners cooperate in pools to lower this variance. Different ways to distribute rewards among participants in the 
pool anytime the pool mines a block. 
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Selfish mining starts to become profitable around 22% control. Analysis via Markov chain models, Bai et. al. 2018. 

Also analysis changes for risk-averse miners, which discounts expected reward by risk (seeks to lower variance as 
well as reward). If a miner infrequently finds a block, selfishly holding onto it instead of immediately broadcasting 
also increases the risk it will not be rewarded for the block. 

Qianlan Bai, Xinyan Zhou, Xing Wang, Yuedong Xu, Xin Wang, and Qingsheng Kong. A deep dive into blockchain 
selfish mining. arXiv preprint arXiv:1811.08263, 2018.

I. Eyal and E. G. Sirer. “Majority is not enough: Bitcoin mining is vulnerable”. J. Comm. ACM, 2018. (Earlier edition in 
Financial Cryptography, 2014). 
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If target number of committee slots is M, then want each y_i,j to succeed with probability M/W so that total 
number of committee members is M is expectation. So set 1/ D = M/ W, … i.e M D = W/M 
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Claim 1: In any round, if no servers halt, they agree at the end of the round with probability ½. 
Proof: All servers enter t = 2. All servers that see a quorum for b* agree. All servers that don’t see any quorum agree with the others with 
prob. ½. 

Claim 2: If agreement holds at any point (in terms of the current output values of halted servers, and the b_i values of non-halted , it 
continues to hold. 
Proof: All honest servers agree, thus there is a quorum vote for this value, thus they still agree at the end of the round. 

Claim 3: If some server HALTs in some round, then all servers reach agreement at the end of that round. 
Proof: The halted server saw a quorum, therefore no servers see a quorum on a different value at this same sub-round. If a server halted 
during t = 0, then all other servers set b_i to 0. If a server halted during t =1, then all other servers set b_i to 1. 

Claim 4: If servers reach agreement in round r, then any non-halted servers will halt in round r+1. 
Proof: Assume servers agree on b at beginning of round r. If b = 0, there will be an honest quorum vote for 0, and they halt in the first sub-
round where t = 0. They don’t halt in first sub-round if b = 1, but by by Claim 2 agreement on 1 continues to hold, and there is an honest 
quorum vote for 1 in the second sub-round where t = 1, upon which all servers halt.

Finally, consider two cases. If the servers all agree at the start then the protocol terminates in 1 round and all servers output the same 
value. 
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If the servers do not agree at the start, then by iterating Claim 1, the probability they don’t agree by end of round t is 2^{-
t}. By Claim 4, they halt in the next round after reaching agreement. In the case that they start with different inputs, the 
expected number of rounds it takes to reach agreement is 2, and therefore the expected rounds to terminate is 3. Once all 
servers terminate they know that they have reached agreement. (They know that all servers have halted because of the 
FINAL messages sent by halted servers. 
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Tight connection between protocols designed for partially synchronous network, which are unaware of Delta, and 
those for synchronous. Intuitively, the synchronous protocols take advantage of Delta, and therefore wait for Delta 
time steps, so not responsive. 

Rafael Pass and Elaine Shi. Hybrid Consensus: Efficient Consensus in the Permissionless Model. DISC 2017.
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Give examples of modern protocols: PBFT, Algorand’s BA*, HotStuff designed for partially synchronous networks 
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